
“Poison was, is, and always will be one of my biggest influ-
ences for getting involved with music and this DVD is a great 

reminder as to why.... the energy the band lets off is un-
matched. Poison’s live show as a great side of this band and 

this is showcased perfectly on this DVD.”  
— Jeffrey Kurtis, ALL AGES ZINE

“...they deliver their songs to their enthusiastic fans with an eager energy... it looks like the camera operators were 
practically tripping over the musicians to get their shots, which adds even more to the show’s energy.”

— Doug Pratt, DVD LASERDISC NEWSLETTER

“...this is more than worth checking out as few of us really got to see this incarnation of Poison.”
— Mark Fisher, THE GREAT NOTHING

“...Poison brings it, and brings it hard with this. Everyone is captured in their element, and 
this DVD shows a power that does not seem to be as present in the current iteration of the band.”

— James McQuiston, NEUFUTUR.com

“Strike up the band and grab this DVD it’s nothin’ but a good time from start to finish.”
— Ken Pierce, PIERCINGMETAL.com

“On this tour, captured exquisitely on DVD, it was about the tunes as well as the party. 
It worked on all levels. Well worth the cost if you are a Poison fan.”

— Chris Akin, PITRIFF.com

“Seven Days Live” triumphs in showing how this band keeps on rocking 
no matter what trend the music industry latches onto.”

— Jim Campbell, PLAYBACK ST. LOUIS

“... this concert is well-filmed with excellent sound quality. The hits are all here, 
including “Every Rose Has Its Thorn,” “Talk Dirty to Me” and “Unskinny Bop.”

— Ricky Flake, SUN HERALD
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